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WindKraft GmbH 
A Case Study Based on “True” Events
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The Inventor
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WindKraft GmbH – Origins 2001 - 2012

William Kamkwamaba, who grew up in Masitala, a tiny rural farming 

village off the grid in Malawi, was 14 years old in 2001 when he 

spotted a photo of a windmill in a U.S. textbook one day.  He 

decided to make one, hacking together a contraption from strips of 

PVC pipe, rusty car and bicycle parts and blue gum trees.  Though 

he ultimately had big designs for his creation, all he really wanted to 

do initially was power a small bulb in his bedroom so he could stay 

up and read past sunset.  But one windmill turned into three, which  

generated enough electricity to light several bulbs in his family’s 

house, power radios and a TV, charge his neighbors’ cellphones 

and pump water for the village’s field and household use.

Source: Kim Zeiter, Teens DIY Energy Hacking Gives African Village New Hope, WIRED Magazine, 10/02/09 

(https://www.wired.com/2009/10/kamwamba-windmill/).
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WindKraft
GmbH –
The Investors

Source: 11 African Entrepreneurs Who Are Changing the 

Business Landscape, Entrepreneur, Jan. 2, 2017 

(https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/283272).
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Borrowing from International Lenders
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WindKraft GmbH Growth
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Corporate Structure
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WindKraft GmbH: The Company Today
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• Based on the inventor’s idea, the investors wanted to build wind turbines to sell to villages using the 

Mauritian micro-finance entity, which finances rural villages’ purchase of the wind turbine.  A village 

must pay 5% to 15% down and the rest is financed.  The turbines create power and water for the local 

community.

• The wind turbines are made in China and shipped to a distribution facility in Cape Town.

• Members of each community pay a portion of the purchase price by transferring cell phone minutes to 

the Mauritian company based on family use.  If payment is not made, the wind turbine can be 

“deactivated” remotely from Berlin, Germany.

• These minutes are resold and the cash is used to pay debt and fund operations.

• The Germany holding company borrowed from German banks to grow, transferring funds to the 

operating subsidiaries in Kenya, Rwanda, and Nigeria.  It established a German HQ to be close to the 

Banks.

• The operating subsidiaries sell the wind turbines in each local market and provide local customer 

services.

• The six person board, made up of each of the investors and one representative from each lender, 

meets on a quarterly basis alternating between Germany, Rwanda, Kenya, Nigeria, and South Africa. 
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WindKraft GmbH – The Operations
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WindKraft GmbH, a firm for households and micro-enterprises in Africa has filed for preliminary 

insolvency proceedings under self-administration in the District Court of Charlottenburg (Berlin), 

Germany.  The firm will be run by its current Managing Director, under a provisional trustee Friedrich 

von Kaltenborn-Stachau, BRL BOEGE ROHDE LUEBBEHUESEN, an attorney. According to the 

firm, the aim of the self-administered insolvency is to allow for its restructuring and to bring the 

negotiations with new investors that began at the start of the year to a successful conclusion.

WindKraft’s Managing Director said “with the trust placed in us by the workforce and the owners, we 

are convinced of WindKraft’s successful future,” adding that “WindKraft´s unique business model with 

a mix of technology, financing and distribution of innovative wind systems holds immense potential 

and makes a real difference to the lives of people in regions with weak development in Africa and 

other parts of the world”. 

WindKraft has already supplied more than 600,000 people in many remote parts of the world with 

renewable electricity and water, even though commercial distribution only started in 2013.

Berlin, Germany: 22 Nov. 2019
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The Press Release
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• Now that WindKraft GmbH has filed for insolvency in Germany, there are several points to 

discuss

• Who is in charge?

• What is the consequence of the German Banks having liens in various assets:

• Intercompany claims?

• The Wind Turbines?

• The Mauritian entity's assets?

• Is there a single forum for an insolvency proceeding?

• Centre of Main Interest

• Recognition

• Should local proceedings be commenced in any of the jurisdictions?

• Is there a way to coordinate them?

• Would any of the local jurisdictions recognize the German proceeding and allow the trustee 

to administer African assets?

Discussion topics
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WindKraft Group Insolvency Proceedings


